Rapid diagnosis of bacteremia in adults using acridine orange stained buffy coat smears
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ABSTRACT: The use of acridine orange stained buffy coat smears was assessed as a rapid screening test for bacteremia in adults. A total of 356 consecutive blood cultures were submitted with simultaneous anticoagulated blood samples, from which a buffy coat smear was prepared and stained with acridine orange (100 mg/L; pH 3.0). Forty-one of 356 blood samples (12%) yielded organisms in the blood culture system. Compared to blood culture, the overall sensitivity of acridine orange stained buffy coat smears was 16%, specificity 88%, and positive predictive value 13%. There was no statistically significant difference in performance of the test among patients who had fever greater than 39°C and/or shock. The low sensitivity and specificity of the test makes it unsuitable as a means of rapid screening for adults with suspected bacteremia. Can J Infect Dis 1990;1(1):7-10
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In a patient with suspected bacteremia, rapid demonstration of circulating organisms in the blood, identification of the pathogen, and prompt treatment with appropriate antimicrobial drugs are essential for optimal care. The time between patient blood sampling and initial detection of infectious agents has been shown to have important prognostic significance (1).

Standard detection of bacteremia requires blood sampling from the patient, inoculation of the sample into any of the currently available blood culture systems, an incubation time of hours to days during which the organisms multiply, and detection of growth by various mechanisms. Innumerable studies have evaluated methods of decreasing the time to detection of positive blood cultures. All of these methods rely on active replication of the organisms present in the culture system with subsequent detection of either organism density, nutrient consumption, or metabolite production (2). Therefore, detection of bacterial growth may take from several hours to several days.

Faster confirmation of bacteremia is desirable because of serious sequelae in patients with circulating microorganisms, particularly in the immunocompromised, the elderly, and patients with...
multiple organ dysfunction. Rapid detection methods devised thus far have depended on the identification of circulating microbial components in serum (3-5), or the direct visualization of microorganisms inuffy coat smears from peripheral blood samples using a variety of nonfluorescent staining techniques (6-8).

In one prospective study, evaluation of acridine orange stained buffy coat smears in 89 neonates was able to identify quickly eight of nine episodes of clinical septicemia (9). The test had an overall sensitivity of 88%, a specificity of 96%, and a positive predictive value of 67%. The authors decided to evaluate this method in an adult population.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Over a five week period at the Sir Mortimer B. Davis/Jewish General Hospital, the role of acridine orange stained buffy coat smears in diagnosing bacteremia in adults was evaluated. Physicians and nurses responsible for performing blood cultures were made aware of the study through posters and ward meetings. They were instructed that, in any patient with suspected bacteremia on whom blood cultures were being performed, blood was to be routinely inoculated as usual into one aerobic and one anaerobic blood culture bottle (Frappier Diagnostic Inc. and Fisher Scientific, respectively). However, they were asked to place simultaneously an extra 5 to 7 mL of blood in a sterile tube containing EDTA, available in all areas of the hospital. At the laboratory, the specimen in EDTA was kept at 4°C until the buffy coat smear was made (a minimum of 30 mins and a maximum of 10 h after collection); the blood culture bottles were processed by the standard hospital technique. This consisted of incubation of both aerobic and anaerobic bottles at 35°C for one week prior to discarding as negative, with blind Gram stains and subcultures onto both chocolate and 5% sheep blood agar (in 5% carbon dioxide and anaerobically, respectively) on days 1 and 5 of incubation; and daily visual inspection of bottles for turbidity. Visibly turbid bottles were immediately Gram-stained and subcultured as above.

The specimen in EDTA was processed to obtain a buffy coat smear by a modification of the method of Brooks et al (7). In brief, the blood was centrifuged at 700 g for 10 mins and the serum removed with a sterile Pasteur pipette. The buffy coat was then removed with a sterile pipette and two drops were spread on a sterile glass slide. The slides were marked with numbers only, in order to blind the microscopist as to the origin of the smear.

The smears were air dried, heat fixed, and subsequently stained with acridine orange at a concentration of 100 mg/L buffered at pH 3.0 according to the method of Kronvall and Myhré (10). The solution was overlaid on the slides for a duration of 2 mins. The slides were then rinsed with distilled water for 15 s, and air dried.

The smears were read within 1 h of staining on a fluorescent microscope using 630x magnification. Suspicious fluorescence was confirmed using 1000x magnification. The buffy coat smears were graded 'positive' if one or more bacteria or fungi were visualized per slide. Each smear was also graded on the basis of the number of white blood cells present: 'leukocyte-poor' if less than 10 white blood cells were seen per 630x field, and 'leukocyte-rich' otherwise. In order to standardize the microscopy, each slide was read for 5 mins. One investigator (MM) read all the smears.

Sensitivity, specificity and positive and negative predictive values of the test were calculated using the standard formulae (11). Confidence intervals for proportions were calculated assuming a binomial distribution (12).

RESULTS

Three hundred and fifty-six consecutive blood samples were received in the laboratory for inclusion in the study. The distribution of patient locations was as follows: medical or surgical wards 195 (55%), emergency room 148 (41%), and intensive care units 13 (4%).

Forty-one of the 356 blood samples (12%) yielded positive blood cultures. The distribution of organisms was as follows: aerobic Gram-negative rods 28 (68%), aerobic Gram-positive cocci 10 (25%), anaerobes two (5%), yeast one (2%), and mixed zero. Three of the 10 samples which yielded Gram-positive cocci grew *Staphylococcus epidermidis*. The three patients were not treated, and the organism was considered by the treating physicians to be a contaminant. Their blood cultures were considered negative for the purpose of this study.

Forty-three specimens yielded 'leukocyte-poor' buffy coat smears, as previously defined. Of these, most originated from patients with absolute leukocyte counts less than 1000/mm³ (44%), metastatic cancer or hematologic malignancy (33%), or the acquired immune deficiency syndrome (5%).

Forty-five buffy coat smears were read as 'positive'. Table 1 shows the distribution of positive blood cultures and buffy coat smears. The operating characteristics of the fluorescent smear are as follows: sensitivity 16% (95% confidence interval 6 to 31%), specificity 88% (84 to 92%), positive predictive value 13% (5 to 27%), and negative predictive value 90% (86 to 93%).
The performance of the test was secondarily analyzed in a group of high risk patients with fever greater than or equal to 39°C and/or a diagnosis of shock (systolic blood pressure less than 100 mmHg and presence of lactic acidosis). The sensitivity of the test in this population was 29% (95% confidence interval 8 to 58%) which is not significantly different from the overall sensitivity of 16% (P=0.34; exact binomial test).

There was greater predictive value in finding fluorescent rods than cocci on the smear. Visualization of fluorescent rods correctly predicted Gram-negative rod bacteremia in four of six patients (67%), whereas fluorescent cocci were correctly predictive of bacteremia in only two of 39 individuals (5%).

DISCUSSION

It is estimated that a large concentration of organisms (10^5 to 10^6/mL of whole blood) must be present in order to be detected with light microscopy (13). Because of this, Gram staining of buffy coats in adults has demonstrated a sensitivity of only 12% (14). Fluorescent evaluation of such smears has been estimated to be approximately 10 times more sensitive, based on studies comparing fluorescent and Gram stained smears of blood culture bottles (15) or clinical specimens such as cerebrospinal fluid (16,17).

Acridine orange (3,6-bis(dimethylamino) acridine), a basic fluorescent dye, has been shown to bind to both RNA and DNA (18). It does this by intercalating into double stranded chains as well as binding to the outside of the double helix (19). In addition to binding to bacterial nucleic acids, it binds to the nucleic acids of fungi. Mycoplasma species (20), trichomonads (21), spirochetes (22), mycobacteria, and malarial parasites (23). There is a striking difference between the fluorescence of the organisms noted above (bright orange) and that of somatic cells (green or yellow) when the stain is buffered at pH 3 to 4 (10). This differential staining was the basis for assessment of its usefulness in detecting pathogens in buffy coat smears.

The results of this study show that an acridine orange stained buffy coat smear has limited clinical usefulness as a screening test in an adult hospital setting because of its low sensitivity. The overall sensitivity of 16% is similar to that of the Gram-staining of buffy coats previously reported (14), and is only slightly higher than the 11% prior probability of bacteremia in the authors' adult patients. The test's sensitivity probably results from the low number of bacteria that normally circulate in most bacteremic adults (24).

The low specificity of the test can be attributed to the 39 'positive' buffy coat smears from nonbacteremic patients which displayed fluorescence that resembled bacteria. The probable reason for the test's low specificity is fluorescence of round intracytoplasmic granules which resemble cocci in the leukocytes. These granules fluoresce brightly, probably due to high RNA content. Although on most preparations it was easy to differentiate between coccal bacteria and these granules (the latter being less round in shape, less fluorescent, and a darker orange), many granules sufficiently resembled bacteria to be so mistaken. This accounts for the almost complete predominance of fluorescent 'cocci' seen on false-positive buffy coat smears.

The low sensitivity and specificity of acridine orange stained buffy coat smears in adults with suspected bacteremia makes it unsuitable as a rapid screening test.
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TABLE 1
Results of blood cultures and buffy coat smears

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive blood cultures</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive buffy coat</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative buffy coat</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative blood cultures</td>
<td>318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive buffy coat</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative buffy coat</td>
<td>279</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

as binding to the outside of the double helix (19). In addition to binding to bacterial nucleic acids, it binds to the nucleic acids of fungi. Mycoplasma species (20), trichomonads (21), spirochetes (22), mycobacteria, and malarial parasites (23). There is a striking difference between the fluorescence of the organisms noted above (bright orange) and that of somatic cells (green or yellow) when the stain is buffered at pH 3 to 4 (10). This differential staining was the basis for assessment of its usefulness in detecting pathogens in buffy coat smears.

The results of this study show that an acridine orange stained buffy coat smear has limited clinical usefulness as a screening test in an adult hospital setting because of its low sensitivity. The overall sensitivity of 16% is similar to that of the Gram-staining of buffy coats previously reported (14), and is only slightly higher than the 11% prior probability of bacteremia in the authors' adult patients. The test's sensitivity probably results from the low number of bacteria that normally circulate in most bacteremic adults (24).

The low specificity of the test can be attributed to the 39 'positive' buffy coat smears from nonbacteremic patients which displayed fluorescence that resembled bacteria. The probable reason for the test's low specificity is fluorescence of round intracytoplasmic granules which resemble cocci in the leukocytes. These granules fluoresce brightly, probably due to high RNA content. Although on most preparations it was easy to differentiate between coccal bacteria and these granules (the latter being less round in shape, less fluorescent, and a darker orange), many granules sufficiently resembled bacteria to be so mistaken. This accounts for the almost complete predominance of fluorescent 'cocci' seen on false-positive buffy coat smears.

The low sensitivity and specificity of acridine orange stained buffy coat smears in adults with suspected bacteremia makes it unsuitable as a rapid screening test.
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